SKILL EDUCON 2022
National Healthcare Conference on Clinical Skills Education
Organised by
Medical Education Unit & Simulation and Skill Centre

The undergraduate medical education has been revised by the Medical Council of India (MCI)/ NMC after 20 years to Curriculum-based medical education(CBME) so that medical students will acquire the necessary knowledge, attitude, skills, ethics, principles and responsibility. CBME is still in its inception stage. “Even though faculty are educators for a long time are they aware and equipped with the knowledge and skill to sail through CBME?”

So let’s have fun and learn more about CBME with the CBME quiz.

We invite you to participate in the
FIRST-EVER NATIONAL LEVEL CBME QUIZ
Team should contain 2 members

Quiz Prelims on 24th September, 3:25 pm to 3:49 pm
Quiz Finals on 25th September, 1:45 pm to 3:00 pm

Highlight
QUIZ BASED ON LIVE SIMULATED DRILL

To register click:  https://forms.gle/stMxdjFa3kioo5e8
For more details on the conference log on to www.skilleducun22.com

Registration to the conference is mandatory to participate in CBME quiz

QUIZ MASTERS

Dr Chandrakshika N
Associate Professor
Department of Pharmacology
Father Muller Medical College, Mangalore

Dr Nicole Pereira
Associate Professor
Department of Pharmacology
Father Muller Medical College, Mangalore

FOR DETAILS KINDLY CONTACT QUIZ MASTERS

Dr Chandrakshika
9743701652

Dr Nicole
9655832943